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Seniors split
on changing
graduation
By Gwen Farlss
assistant news editor

__^

A "calm, organized" satellite graduation would
mean a lot more to Rebecca Worden than "champagne going off at a rowdy quad graduation.
And while some seniors oppose a change in the
graduation ceremony format, others agree with
Worden's statement.
Mary Peters, who attended last spring's
ceremony, said, "It was pretty much a farce. One
thing I really remember is about 50 of them
(graduates) had their champagne bottles before it
even began. I remember them having their glasses
and drinking," she said.
Peters, a business major, said she favors a
satellite graduation. "It will be a shame not to see
your other friends, but it will help to speed things
up and keep it in order."
Brian Doyle, who also attended the ceremony,
said, "I didn't care for it. I thought it was pretty
disgraceful." During the ceremony, people were
"drinking, carousing, and partying during the
whole ordeal. They should do it afterwards."
Doyle said he also favors a satellite graduation.
"I'd support it. I think it would cut down on all
the misconduct of the seniors."
Mary Bachmurski said she favors a satellite
graduation if it would make for a better graduation ceremony.
"It would give more people recognition within
that field. I agree with that," she said.
Jamie Jarrett said a satellite graduation "would
probably be a good idea. The number of students
graduating has just gotten too huge."
David Sharland said he thinks there are problems with the ceremony and some changes should
be made, but he does not favor a satellite

GHt and gHnd — Student Randy Bassham strains while using the torso
arm pulldown machine at the Nautilus Fitness Center on South Main Street. To
see how students are using Nautilus to get Into shape, see page 12.
(Photo by Yo Nagaya)

See GRADUATION, page 2 s>
EDITORIAL — page 22

Carrier wants satellite format
By Tammy Scarton
news editor

President Ronald Carrier favors satellite graduation.
"Some changes have to be made in graduation,"
he said in an interview Wednesday.
"It was long, disgusting, confusing and probably highly offensive to some people," he said.
"We couldn't recess from the platform last

What's
next?

year," he said. "It really got out of hand."
Carrier said he has received complaints from
faculty members, parents and graduation guests
about students' behavior at the ceremony.
"The ceremony should lend itself to some kind
of dignity," he said.
Any event that reflects badly on JMU should be
changed, he said.
"A shorter ceremony would control it (students'
behavior)," he said. "If you sit through anything

The question of which athletic
conference to join remains
unanswered.
Sports, page

15

Change
of pace

for two and one-half hours, you get restless. If
you've been drinking, and you sit for two and onehalf hours, you really get restless.
"I can do anything for two and one-half
hours," he said. "I can stick my hand in a fire for
two and one-half hours, I may not like it, but I can
do it."
Carrier said he favors a satellite graduation, in
See SATELLITE, page 2 ►

Ed Kaplan has gone from an
MIT masters student to dance
instructor.
inside, page
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Michael Schneider said he does
not think the ceremony should be
changed. "I think they should keep
it that way. It's more traditional. It
(ceremony) was long, a bit rowdy.
They might have to make some provisions to control alcohol," he said.

Graduation
a> (Continued from page 1)

graduation.
"I think student behavior needs to
be changed. We can stick to the
ceremony. But when people get out
of hand, they should be removed by
officials and not allowed to
graduate," he said.
But "if that's the only solution
(satellite), I'll go with it. But I prefer
to go with the quad ceremony. It's a
great deal of tradition and as long as
we can, we should allow the privilege
of allowing students to shake the
president'sfcand," he said.
Some othpr seniors voiced disapproval of a satellite graduation for
similar reasons.

David Witt said he is opposed to
changing the ceremony. "I like the
tradition of it. I would like to shake
the president's hand."
John Russell said, "I think it kind
of takes the ceremonial aspect out of
it if it is broken up."
Nancy Justice said, "I would
prefer each person going up and getting their diploma. It means more to
each individual. After you work four
years you want to get some recognition besides a piece of paper."

Satellite
»> (Continued from page 1)

which students, faculty, administrators and parents would
meet on the quad for a speech, either
by himself or a guest speaker.
"It probably wouldn't last more
than 45 minutes or an hour," he
said.
Then the diplomas would be
distributed by school deans in

We try, but we can't please ALL the
people ALL the time. So if you have a
gripe about something you read in The
Breeze, don't keep it a secret. Contact
Ian Katz, editor, by calling 6127 or
writing to him at The Breeze, campus
mail, Anthony-Seeger Hall.

corrections
The Breeze publishes corrections and
clarifications as soon as It can. If you see
something you think wan-ants a correction or clarification, please phone Ian
Katz, editor, at 6127, or write to him at
The Breeze, JMU, Harrlsonbura, VA
22807.

»Staff writer Sandy Stone's
byline inadvertently was omitted
from her article about a tanning
center on page 10 of the Sept. 26
issue of The Breeze. This was an error made by the editor of The
Breeze.
*> Bill Long is the name of an
owner of Horizon Sure Tan in Harrisonburg. Horizon's tanning booths

are lined with a metallic material. Incorrect information was given on
page 10 of the Sept. 26 issue of The
Breeze. These were reporting errors.
+■ JMU's baseball team had a
37-13 record last season. Incorrect
information was given in the sports
section of the Sept. 26 issue of The
Breeze.
► The opponents of JMU's soccer team have scored an average of
.62 goals a game when playing JMU.
JMU's scoring average is 1.16 goals
a game. Incorrect information was
given in the sports section of the
Sept. 26 issue of The Breeze.
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He said he understands the tradition of having the ceremony on the
quad, but the satellite graduation
would be more personal.
He will meet with JMU's Com
mencement Committee and a decision on the ceremony's format probably will be made within a month,
he said.
Carrier said he would be available
after graduation to meet with
students and parents.

Female student
assaulted in dorm
By Sandy Stone
police reporter

COMPLAINTS

separate locations.

A female JMU student was
assaulted in Frederikson Hall early
Friday morning, campus police
reported.
Police have no suspects, but the
case was under investigation
Wednesday.
The Frederikson Hall resident,
who was not identified by police,
was in the television lounge about
12:45 a.m. awaiting a delivery from
a local deli.
The woman then got tired of
waiting, so she left the lounge and
went down the stairs leading to the
basement, and through a corridor to
return to her room.
When she passed the laundry
room, a man reached out from the
dark room and grabbed her, police
said. But the woman screamed and
struggled to pull herself away.
"Then she jerked back and fell," a
police spokesman said.
The woman told police that the
man looked startled when she
screamed, and he fled the building,
apparently through the trash room

door, police said.
Police found the trash room door
open after the incident. AH the other
doors in the building were locked.
The woman "wasn't hurt, but she
was very upset," the spokesman
said.
The man is described as 5 feet 10
inches to 6 feet tall, with a large
frame and scraggly beard. He was
wearing dark clothes, police said.
But the woman told police she
could not give a specific description
of the man because the laundry
room was dark except for light coming from an "exit" sign above the
door.
The last time an assault in a dormitory was reported was 1981. That
incident occurred in Chappelear
Hall. Other assaults might have occurred in dorms, but in many cases,
women are afraid to report them,
police said.
Police said the assault in
Frederikson probably is not linked
to two previous assaults this year.
"There's no reason to believe that
it's tied to any of the other assaults.
It was an entirely separate incident,"
the spokesman said.

SGA hears first proposals
By David Olds
SGA reporter

The first two senate proposals of
the year were made and Voter
Awareness Week was emphasized at
an SGA senate meeting Tuesday
Dave Harvey, legislative vice
president, said, "Twenty percent
bother to register and even less
bother to vote " Voter Awareness
Week will be held in the Warren
Campus Center next week. The
deadline to register to vote is Oct. 8
les will be set up with ballots and the
registration deadline is Oct. 8 The
^encourages students to register
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SGA

*«■« Services

Dan Harvey of Weaver Hall raised
a proposal concerning insufficient
lighting in front of Weaver. "It is
more a matter of safety and the
SGA should be supportive," Harvey
said. The SGA Building and
Grounds Committee will vote on the
proposal.
Isabel Cumming, SGA president,
reported the need of people for the
Health Advisory Committee. She
also announced that three applica'
tions were received for the position
of parlimentarian, and those af>plicants will be interviewed by the
SGA Executive Council.
Kay Nichols, secretary, ann0"n.cH
ed a leadership workshop to be heia
starting Oct. 10. The workshop w"1
deal with problems such as the relationship between assgliyeness ana
agressiveness.
Mark Barbee, chairman pro-tern,
reported on the idea of a book co-op
program.
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It's getting late
Aid deadline nears for non-registrants
By Tammy Searton
news editor

About 250 JMU students will not
receive federal financial aid unless
they file their selective service
registration forms by Saturday.
Letters from the financial aid office were sent to 263 students Sept.
21 stating that registration status
forms were required. A form was
enclosed.
"The letter stated very clearly that
they would be ineligible for loans
and would have to repay the money
if they didn't return the forms," said
John Sellers, JMU financial aid
director.
"All they had to do was check it,
sign it and return it," he said.
Thomas Sheridan, assistant director of financial aid, said, "We're
just required to have the forms. It's
not up to us to determine whether or
not they have registered."
Students must be registered for the
draft to receive financial aid.
The policy was implemented by
JMU after receiving guidelines from
the U.S. Department of Education
in July.
The guidelines follow a U.S.
Supreme Court decision to stay an
injunction by a lower court declaring
that students do not have to register
to obtain federal aid.
The decision allows the federal
government to require a statement of
registration status before giving aid.
The students' records will placed
on hold until the form is filed. A student with a records hold cannot
register for classes or receive grades.
Most of the students who have not
returned the forms receive
guaranteed students loans, Sellers
said.
Many already have received their
checks, he said. "They'll just be asked to pay the money back," he said.
The students will be bound legally
to repay the money.
Under federal law, the student
must have registered to receive
federal financial aid.
Sheridan said, the Department of

Education will be responsible for enforcing the law.
"It's not our job," he said.
Sellers said students not returning
the forms by Saturday will be
notified once again, he said.
"I'll personally get on the phone
and ask them 'What's going on?' "
he said.
Sellers said he did not know if he

will be required to submit the names
of the students not returning the
forms to the Department of Education.
"At this point I'm not sure what
will happen." he said.
He said he originially expected
about 250 students not to return the
forms.
"Some have not grasped the im-

portance of the law or thought they
had done it. They put it (the form)
down and lost it," he said.
About JMU 2,500 students needed
to sign the form. About 1,700
students were notified this summer
that their registration status forms
were required.
About 350 had not returned the
forms by Sept. 1.

Up against th6 Wall — Sophomore Ann-Merle Termini enjoys the werm weather
while she studies for her economics clsss.

Squire Hill to be added to bus route
Harrisonburg Transit System will
add Squire Hill Apartments to its
evening bus route starting Monday.
The bus will leave JMU at five
minutes past the hour. It will then
stop at Presidential Apartments and
Howard Johnson's before stopping
at Squire Hill, said Lin Rose, assistant to the president.
The evening bus service runs from
6:20 p.m. to 11:20 p.m.
"I met with the Commuter Student Committee and this was one of
their concerns = to provid*
transportation at night for Squire

Hills residents," Rose said.
"We're also talking about extending the last (bus) run one more
hour," he said.
If the hours are extended, JMU
will have to pay Harrisonburg Transist System additional funds.
The university pays the city $45,000
to provide transportation free for
students.
Rose did not know when the decision would be made whether to extend the hours or if the funds were
available.
In other commuter news:

The Transportaion Committee, a
branch of the Communter Student
Committee, will hold its first
meeting today at 3:30 p.m. in the
CSC lounge.
The comittee will discuss bus, carpooling and parking problems.
Sandra Adams, CSC treasurer and
chairwoman of the Transportation
Committee, said, "I admit the new
(bus) system has problems, but people have to understand that changes
can't take place overnight."
Adams would not comment on
specific problems facing the commit-

tee. The committee will decide which
problems will receive top priority,
she said.
About seven people will be on the
committee, but all communter
students are invited to attend the
bimonthly meetings.
»» Four commuter students are
needed to serve on the Community
Relations Committee. The committee is a liaison between JMU and
Harrisonburg.
— Tammy Searton
— Donna Sawyers

^■lEII.W*

Lightning painter Ron Art set up shop In the Warren Campus Center
from Monday until Thursday to make and sell his unique paintings. (Top)
Ron uses a wide brush and a fast stroke In his paintings (Left) A painting knife Is used to add detail. (Bottom) One painting can be finished in
a matter of minutes.

Photos by Yo Nagaya
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32 assembly
members
selected

The assembly's major responsiblity will be to increase student imput
to the Honor Council.
Elections were held Sept. 22, but
the names of several winners were
not submitted to the Honor Council
until this week.
Turnout for the elections varied
among dorms. "We got alot of support from some dorms and other
dorms were sort of apathetic," said
Kymbra Layne, Honor Council
president.
Here are the representatives and
their dorms:
Patty Freeman, Cleveland; Mar-

By Missy Epps
staff writer

Thirty-two students were elected
to the Honor Council Assembly.
They will join the 19 Honor Council members already elected to form
the public relations agent.

k

OPEN

quita Brooks, Converse; Neal
Decker, Hoffman; Patrick Putnam,
Shenandoah and Owen Malone,
Spotswood.
Also, David Klementz, Chandler;
Wendy Jessee, Eagle; Brenda
Johnson, Bell; Liz Vaughan,
Dingledine and Faye Williams,
Fredrikson.
And, Chris Eckl, Ikenberry; Tim
McDonald, Weaver and Alan Webb,
White.
And, Chris McCarthy, Ashby;
Elizabeth Jewett, Logan; Mary
Creger, Wayland; Holly Barber,
Wine-Price; Mitchell Andrew,

Shorts; Janie Craige, Chappelear;
Ronique
Breaux,
Howard
Johnson's; Ken Bresson, Garber;
Geoff McMullin, Hanson; Carol
Bennett, Huffman.

Store Hours:
Mon-Sat 8 a.m.-10 p.m.
Sunday 10 a.m.-7 p.m.

Location: 20 E. Gay St.
(4 blocks north of Court Square
on Rt. 11)

Gifford, Glick and the Hillside do
not have represenatives. No students
would run for the office, Layne said.
Eric Schnurr represents the Interfraternity Council. Kara Sowa
represents the Panhellanic Council.
Jennifer David, Jay Nogle and
Chris Kraut are commuter student
representatives.

24 HOURS
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Announces New Specials
• SPECIAL NO. 1*
Early Bird Special
Two Eggs, Toast And Coffee

99$

• SPECIAL NO. 2 •
Ho Jo's Sub

Canada Dry Mixers
Ginger Ale,& Diet Ginger Ale
2 litre
no return bottles

99$
•■»• m

• SPECIAL NO. 3*
Chip Beef And Gravy With
Biscuit And Coffee

8pak, 16 oz.

$1.19

■•*• »i-os

returnable bottles

$2.00

Budwelser &
Budwelser Light

Busch Beer

$2.39

Everyday
low price

6pak
12 oz. cans

Ref9)ellclous Apples
•owprtc

Gitchell's Studio
5-hour photo finishing lor MO, I26, and |J5 films
•7// by Hi. "in by }"

Red Tokay Grapes

59$ lb

3 lb. bag

Holly Farms

Chuck Roast
Beef Blade or T Bone
special

59$ lb.

$1.19 ib.
Regular

Coronet

Paper Towels

25% Discount

$2.29
aavaSOa

Spak
12 oz. cans

8g^

Whole Fryers

to JMU students on

Coca Cola, Diet Coke,
Tabb,& Mr. Plbb

plus deposit

Thinly Sliced Ham, Swiss Cheese, Lettuce,
Tomato, Onions, Pickles Served With Italian
Dressing And Choice Of Beverage
$3.00

Choice Of Beverage

WEEKLY SPECIALS

Ground Beef

•pedal

73*
all

photographic equipment
7«> I . Market St., Harrisonburg
434-5314
Discount On Any Items Not Otherwise Discounted

125 ct. roll

Prices effective
9-28-83 thru 10-443

$1.29 ib.
any size package
Persona/ checks welcome
with proper Identification.

THE
GROTTOES RURITAN CLUB
PRESENTS

The Marching Royal Dukes

,—.-— ,-

Welcome Back Alumni to
Homecoming, 1983
Best of Luck to the Dukes
against Davidson!
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Wednesday, Sept. 28 - DIAMONDS
Happy Hour 3 p.m. to close
$1.00 off cover with student I.D.
Thursday, Sept. 24 - LEJAND
Ladies Nite - Ladies Admitted Free
Friday, Sept. 30 - THE ESSENTIALS
Happy Hour 8:30 - 10:30
Saturday, Oct. 1 - JOHNNY SPORTCOAT AND THE
CASUALS

Happy Hour 3 P.M. • 7 P.M. Dally
434-9233
29 South Liberty St. One Block From Court Square

H

GEHUEMEN

if T0HY 1WSCHKA

■ Mi 1 S^ V' earn ^J

Doors open at 7 p.m.
Show begins at 8 p.m.

HARRISONBURG.VA.

*
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i THE SELDOM SCEHE
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James Madison University
Convocation Center
Harnsonburg, Virginia
TICKETS
$8 and $9 in advance.
$9 and $10 at the door.

Sat., Oct. 8
Student I.D. gets $1 off
on advance tickets only.
TO ORDER BY MAIL: Make check
payable to Grottoes Ruritan Club
and send with stamped, self-addressed
envelope to
Box 856, Grottoes, VA 24441
MAIL ORDERS NOT ACCEPTEO
AFTER OCT. I

Tickets available at

J.M.U. Convocation Center
Charles Smith Shoes
The Wicker Basket
and other locations near you. For more
information call

703-434-5329

ERITAGE
'amilL/'restourwit
irfy

lit ww mm, M»riiMtn|, M iiioi
M4IM9II

Come Home
to Home Cooking

Welcome back to the Valley, JMU alumni. We hope
you have a great homecoming weekend getting reacquainted with your alma mater and classmates. One
way to insure a memorable visit is to have breakfast,
lunch, or dinner at Heritage Family Restaurant. Try
any of our daily menu specials, served by friendly, efficient personnel in pleasant surroundings.
Come home to the best in homestyle food at the
Heritage. It just might be the highlight of your
homecoming weekend celebration.
Breakfast Served 6AM-11AM
Open until 8PM Mon thru Sat
Closed Sunday

"Where people come back for seconds"

maam

\*1 6
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newsfile
Orbaugh talks
with campus
organization
The local chapter of the Virginia
Governmental Employees' Association, a lobbyist group, met Monday
with the district legislator of the 27th
House of Delegates, Phoebe Orbaugh.
During the meeting, state
employees voiced their concerns

about the lack of uniformity in rules
set for them.
Members' complaints also concerned the reduction of state
employees, the lack of benefits given
to temporary employees, retirement
benefits, and that not all state
employees receive overtime pay.
Orbaugh said she would relay the
members' concerns to the Virginia
legislature. But "the budget process
is very complex," she said. "No one
knows what's going on.
"They (Virginia legislature) all say
they don't have any money," she added. "Then something comes up and

all of a sudden, the money is
available."
Jim Auckland, physical plant
engineer, said, "What we are interested in, and what we have pursued, is the retirement system, sick
leave, health insurance, salary increases and annual leave. These are
things that any employee is interested in."
The employees' association has
one full-time and several part-time
lobbyists. The lobbyists' job is to encourage legislators to introduce and
support legislation that would be
beneficial to state employees.

RESUMES
MasterScribe Ltd. can help you
prepare professional resumes
\
quickly and economically.
• Letter quality printing.
• Cover letters and envelopes
printed to match resume paper and
j^/int type.
• Your choice of bond paper,
Competitive rates
Resumes:
$20.00 for 50 originals
$10.00 processing fee
Cover letters:
$1.00 each letter
$5.00 processing fee
Envelopes:
.50 each envelope
STUDENT DISCOUNT OF 25% THROUGH
NOVEMBER 19th
We Do Term Papers Too!

MasterScribe Ltd.
Word and Data Processing Center
245 North Liberty Street
Harrisonburg, Virginia 22801

434-4492

The association was formed in
1959. It has 18,000 members
statewide. The JMU chapter, formed in January, has more than 90
members.
— Hala Irabi

Miss Madison
to be selected *
Voting to select the 1983 Miss
Madison is being held this week
from 10 a.m. until 2 p.m. in the lobby of the Warren Campus Center.
Any student with a valid JMU
identification card can vote.
Voting will continue until Friday.
The ten finalists and their sponsors are:
Jacqueline Sincore, Cheerleaders;
Sherri Andrews, Sigma Kappa; Amy
Shafer, Accounting Honor Society;
Beth Weatherly, Phi Mu; Kathy
Huff, Dukettes; Eileen Snyder, Kappa Sigma; Isabel Cumming, Student
Government Association; Kay
Nichols; Public Administration
Society; Kymbra Layne, Sigma
Sigma Sigma and Vicki Sheer,
Honor Council.
The 10 finalists were picked from
46 entrants who were judged on
poise, appearance and personality
during a 5-minute interview.
Judges were Edith Carrier, wife of
President Ronald Carrier; David
Barger, political science professor;
Michael Way, associate director of
student activities; Anne Lyndrup,
communication arts professor, and
Casey Carter, cheerleading and
Dukette sponsor.

Logan's Run set
The 8th annual Logan's Run is set
for Oct. 7 and 8.
Thirty-two JMU students will run
150 miles to raise $4,000 for Rockingham Memorial Hospital.
The run will begin Friday, Oct. 7,
at 3:30 p.m. at the steps of the
Capitol in Washington, D.C. and
end at the steps of the hospital on
Saturday about 4:30 pm.
The money will buy a treadmill used in rehabilitation programs for
heart patients.
Logan's Run chairwoman Leslie
Kitchin said half the money will be
raised by funds pledged to the runners for each mile they compete.
"Each runner has been asked to
bring in $70," she said.
The other half will be earned
through fundraising activities and
donations by local merchants, Greek
organizations, hall councils, and
other groups.
Each runner will run at least 10
miles in a relay team, Kitchin said. '
Eighteen of the runners are male.

—*■,-
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JIFFY 66 AND MARKET
On Port Road Across from Ho-Jo's

Welcome Alumni
Bosch 6 pk. cans and bottles
Bud and light cans and bottles
Coon aad light cans only
Molson and Moosebcad
Busch and Natural light 12 pk
Bod and Light 12 pk
Michelob and light

$2.0*
2.49
2.59
.2.99
4.ig
."4.99
I2.79

Long Nocks
COOTS

Bosch

$9.50—Dep.
S7.99—Dep.

Bad light
OM Mil!

66 E.Market Street
434-R2D2
Jackson Brown 'Lawyers In Love'
$5.99
Billy Joel 'An Innocent Man'
$5.99
Maxell UDXL-II 90
$3.29
2 for $6.39
TDK SA-90
$3.09
2 for $5.99

BUY ANY NEW $8.98 LIST ALBUM FOR $5.99
With this coupon.
Offer ExpiresOcL 1

8.79-Dep.
7.99-Dep.

Kegs
Busch
VJ$2«.99
Bod Vi$36.50
Vi 23.99
Coors Vi 35.99
V* 23.99
Old Mill Vi 28.99
V* 17.99
Blue Ribbon Vi 27.95... M 15.95

COD

Michelob Vi$40.50.... Vk $27.99
Strohs
Vi 31.99
Miller Vi 31.95
Vi 20.95
The Bull
Vi 31.95
Natural Light
Vi 29.99

COUPON

1

Hours 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. Mon. - Sat., Fri. 10 a.m. • 8 p.m.

Welcome Back Alumni
Happy Homecoming
Santa Cruz Coordinates

Bread 18 Oz
2 / S.99
Milk 1 gal
$1.99
Dr. Pepper - Ml. Dew - Sunldst - 6 pk. non-returnables
$1.99
- Magazines - Newspapers - Snacks - Ice - Sandwiches ■ Mixers • All Supplies -~

Skirts, Pants, Tops
In Natural Fibers

433-8559
ESPRIT
Sweaters And Accessories

Levis

E*Wrangler

LeW, Wrangler, And Campus
Wool, Cordoroy, And Flannel
Shirts And Sweaters
Also
Hooded Sweatshirts
Lee, Levi, Wrangler
Jeans And Cordoroys

From $16.95
Prewashed Straight Leg
And Boot Cut Jeans

From $19.98

B«ujSty>

■wilding On Tho Court Sqwora
2 North Main St.. Harrisonburg
Opar, Friday Wight. Hl»p.n,
Open Daily 10 A.M. to 5:30EJ
Mo.fr Chorgg and Visa
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policefile
11:30 p.m. Wednesday in the Godwin Hall parking lot, police said.

By Sandy Stone
police reporter

Two charged
with drunken
driving

One student and one non-student
were arrested and charged with
drunken driving, campus police
reported.
Student Robin McKay, 20, of
Hampton was arrested about 2:30
a.m. Friday in the parking lot behind
Cleveland Hall, police said.
Non-student Jeffrey Herb, 19, of
Burke, Va., was arrested about

Public drunksnnsst charged
►•One student was arrested and
charged with public drunkenness, police
said.
Ruth Wllsey, 18, ot Bel Air, Md., was arrested about 2 a.m. Friday In Wlne-Prlce
Building, police said.

The following judicial charges
were made by campus police. A
judicial charge is made when univer-

sky policy is broken. It is reviewed
by university judicial officials.
Police do not release the names of
those charged judicially.
Possession of marijuana
•» Three students were charged
judicially with possession of marijuana
about 11 p.m. Sunday, police said.
A reeident adviser reported to police
that three residents of Ikenberry Hall had
marijuana In their dormitory rooms.
Police investigated the dorm rooms and
charged the students Judicially.
Destruction of state property
*• A student was charged judicially
with destruction of state property, police
said.
An officer alleged he saw the student
kicking a street light at the east side of
Godwin Hall about 1 a.m. Saturday,
police said.

JAMES MM»SON WO
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Non-compliance with an official request
a-A student was charged judicially
with non-compliance with an official request, police said.
An officer alleged he saw the student
carrying a cup of beer In the parking lot
behind Chappelear Hall about 10:30 p.m.
Friday. When the officer asked the student to pour It out, the student allegedly
refused.
No pets allowed
+■ A graduate student was charged
Judicially with having a dog In an
academic classroom about 9:45 p.m.
Sept. 22, police said.
The graduate student allegedly put his
dog, with food and water, in a Harrison
Hall classroom, while the student taught
a class In an adjacent classroom.
Bringing a pet Into a university
building Is a violation of university
policy.

The following arrests involving
students were made by Harrisonburg
police last week.
Linda Bakley, 20, of Falls
Church, Va., was arrested and
charged with drunken driving about
11:25 p.m. Sunday on South Main
Street. *

is
■
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Public drunkenees charged
*» Two students were arrested and
charged with public drunkenness.
Student Donna Morris, 20, of Harrisonburg was arrested about 9:25 p.m. Sept.
20 on East Market Street.
Student Matthew Donnelly, 21, of
McLean, Va., was arrested about 9:50
p.m. Sept. 20 on South Main Street.
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10% Discount
On All Parts With JMU I.D.
We Have It All!
Foreign or Domestic
We Also Have A
Complete Automotive
Machine Shop
60 East Rock St.

434-4418

You'll
Both
Love

university hairstylist
433-9533
You need great taste
to wear mis label.

We didn'l just put a great name on And Old Milwaukee lives up to that
our can. we put a great beer in it.
tradition.
Because for over a hundred years,
So pick up some crisp, cold Old
(he city of Milwaukee has meant the best- M U waukee, the beer that's every bit as
tasung, best-brewed beer in America.
great as its name.

Mr. Flip's Mini Mart
Welcome Back Alumni
1050 S. Main Street
Open 6 a.m. to 1 a.m.
7 days a week
Bud and Bud Light 6 pack..
Bud and Bud Light 12 pack
MIchelobBpack
Busch6pack ........
Buach 12 pack
Mlllerand Miller Light 8 pack '.■.'.'.'.■.'.'
Mlller8pack
Coors 8 pack
Coora 12pack.
Old Mill 6 pack ..
Old Mill 12 pack
Molson6pack ......
Mooseheade pack.
LabattaBpack ...
National 6 pack cans
Schaefferepack

*2-39

469

2n

"
**
2.69
1.99
2
59
1

479
209
409
2

"
"

2

279
139

-

1.30

Returnable Bottle.
Bud Light
Busch
Coora

$8.59
7.89

9.25
Milk
Hot popcorn ......'.'.'
16oz. Non-Returnable Cok*
2 litre Diet Coke .
Keg.
Bud half keg ...
Old Mill
Buach half keg ...'.'."
Coora half keg .

$1.99
25a box
2.29
1.39
";

'

^

Sales Every Weekend
All Year Long

$35.50
28.00
28.00

35-50

L

\

Students live
in dorm
study lounges
By Lisa Rltzlnger
staff writer

After four weeks of school, 38
students are still living in temporary
housing.
Twelve men and 26 females are
living in Village study lounges.
"This will change in the next couple of days," said Cheryl Gray,
assistant director of residence halls

"Every week, more students are being moved out."
This fall 81 students were assigned
temporary housing.
Sixty-six male and female students
were assigned to study lounges in the
Village, and 15 males lived in
Howard Johnson's.
All the male students in Howard
Johnson's have been relocated.
All males temporarily assigned to
Howard Johnson's were sent letters
telling them that the situation was
"very temporary and that they
would be given top priority," Gray
said.
Scott Johnson, who was moved to
Glick Hall from Howard Johnson's,

said, "It's hard for people to move
after being there for three weeks,
and where they put me is a mile from
D-Hall with alot of noise from the
two fraternities," he said.
"I think the university should
know where they are going to put
people before they come to school,"
he said.
Gray said JMU accepts 30 to 80
students over capacity "because of
the number of students who don't
show up in the beginning of the year,
or leave in the first couple of
weeks."
Melissa Young and Lisa Simmers
were assigned to Frederickson Hall's
study lounge.

Both students said they thought
the reason they were assigned temporary housing was because they
returned their housing contracts late.
Students are issued a receipt
number when they send in their contracts on a first come, first serve
basis, Gray said. The higher the
number, the greater the chance for
temporary housing.
Gray said the effect of the new
dorm construction "will remain to
be seen." The dorm, located next to
Bell Hall near Cantrell Avenue, is
scheduled to be completed next fall.
The three-level dormitory will
house 210 students.

Chicken
B.B.Q.
Before The Game
Or Save
Till After
Available at:
Port Rd. entrance
to J.M.U.
W.V.P.T.
Parking Lot
Country Caauala
Mick or Mack
South Main St.
Red Front No. 2
High St.

$1.75/Half
Sponsored

By The Harrisonburg Rocklngham
Swim Club

* FREE *
T-shirt •cap* water bottle

with each Trek Bicycle

MARK'S BIKE

RESEARCH PAPERS

JMU students laculy and
General pubac

SUM

14,789 to choose from
all subjectsl Rush $2 for
the current, 306-page
catalog.
Custom
research
& thesis
assistance
also
available.
RESEARCH, 11322 Idaho
Air... 206WA, Los Angelas, CA
90025 (213) 477-8226.

$20
*»

Can 'or group rales & lodging information
Make checks payable to JMU MUSK Industry Assoc
Mail registration to Muse Department
James Madison University
Hamsonburg. VA ??B07
Or dekver to

Duke Fine Arts Center (Mam A Grace)
Room DM 100

For information can R Barnat

(703) 433 68*3 or 433 6967

For Research Purposes Only
..#.

-
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Shaping Up: Why not start now?
By Constance Walker
assistant features editor

With cold weather fast approaching, the summer fashions of
French-cut bathing suits, OP shorts
and mini-shirts are fading, but
physical fitness is still vogue.
The Nautilus Fitness Center, at
1691 S. Main Street, offers people a
way to maintain physical fitness during the winter months.
Weightlifting is not limited to the
male species of the human race.
Women make up 40 percent of the
Nautilus Center's membership.
The fear of women getting bulky
is "a myth," said David Cook, a
JMU student and weightlifting instructor at Nautilus Center. "It is
impossible for women to get
muscular like men. They don't have
the
necessary
testosterone
hormone."
Nautilus, a brand of weightlifting
equipment, claims advantages over
other forms of weightlifting.
Jenny Paul, a junior at JMU and a
member of Nautilus Center said,
"Nautilus keeps you firm. It doesn't
build muscles unless you want it To.
"Nautilus is different than just lifting weights. It's not so much a,
workout as it is a program. I find
myself using more muscles and in the
right way."
Cook said, "A continuous
30-minute workout with Nautilus
provides good cardiovascular and
respiratory activity through aerobic
conditioning."
Free weights are a type of
anaerobic exercise — anaerobic
doesn't pump oxygen into the
muscles as aerobics does.

Scott Haverton of Bridgewater (left) gives JMU student Randy Bassham (right) an extra push at tha
triceps extension. (Photo by Yo Nagaya)
"Individual exercise on Nautilus is
anaerobic but the overall workout
and program is aerobic because it increases the heart rate," said Randy
Nutter, a JMU student and one of
the assistant managers at the
Nautilus Center.
Endurance, flexibility, and
strength also increase with Nautilus
use.
Nautilus equipment has specially
designed cams for rotary movement
of the muscle parts. These cams also

Nautilus equipment provides recreation and excerclse for Harrisonburg residents and JMU students. (Photo by Yo Nagaya)

provide
proportional
resistance during the entire exercise.
With free weights, the motion
tends to be straight up and down and
resistance factors never vary.
"Rotary movement is the natural
motion of body muscles," said
Cook. "Therefore, using Nautilus
will enhance natural muscle movement and increase flexibility."
Victor Bowman, a JMU graduate
and former weightlifting instructor
said, "Nautilus extends further than
your limits allow, thus increasing
flexibility, and totally exhausts the
muscle in one set of exercise because
of the resistance provided
throughout the whole range of motion.
Weightlifting reduces body fat
and reproportions body weight,
therefore the scale may not reveal
any progress.
"It is very easy to become bored
with weightlifting because you don't
realize the results. The best way to
tell that it (weightlifting) is paying
off is
by
taking
body
measurements," said Bowman.
Cook said people begin to notice a
change in strength within two to
three weeks after beginning the program. Visual improvements usually
occur between the fourth and sixth
week.
Bowman said, "Lifting also improves self-esteem and gives you a
better outlook on things. This is
helpful when getting a job or giving
an imrjression."

But you can also get hooked on
weightlifting, Cook said. "Through
physical stress, a body releases a
chemical called beta-endorphin
which acts like a natural morphine
and produces a natural high — like
runner's high".
Because of this addiction, it is
possible for an active person to
become depressed or fatigued if their
fitness program is suddenly stopped.
But, half the battle of the bulge is
letting the muscles rest and heal. The
saying, "If a little is good, then
more is better" does not apply.
"Variety, balance, and moderation is the key," said Bowman.
"Start any program slowly. Working out with someone will help make
the program become a habit.
"A balanced diet is also essential.
Health food gimmicks, and vitamin
and protein supplements are ripoffs. Use common sense. Most
fitness centers can give you a good
start but keep away form all the extras they try to sell you," said
Bowman.
Cook said, "We (Nautilus Center)
don't sell products. If a member asks
for a dieting program, we make suggestions. There is no easy or fast way
to get in shape."
Susan Griggs, a JMU student and
an instructor at the Nautilus Center,
said, "A girl looks more attractive
when her body is firm. You can be
See NAUTILUS page 14 ►
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Wouldn't that be a fun thing to try?'
Folk dance choreographer
wants to motivate audiences
to join in on stage
By Sarah Hill
staff writer

When Ed Kaplan came to JMU as
a guest instructor, it had nothing to
do with his three master's degrees
from MIT in statistics, operation
research and city planning. It also
had nothing to do with his doctoral
studies in applied statistics.
Ed Kaplan came to teach folk dancing.
The rest "seems pretty dry compared to dancing," he said. "Dancing for me is totally recreational."
Through this week, Kaplan has
been teaching folk dance techniques
to the JMU Folk Dance ensemble.
His choreography will be featured in
the Folk Ensemble's first concert of
the school year, Nov. 9 and 10 in
Godwin Hall.
Watching the short, intensely concentrating man rehearse with the
men of the ensemble in a sectional
rehearsal, it's easy to see his constant
enthusiasm for the art.
His work for the ensemble is a collection of three dances called the
Debca Suite, with elements based on
an Arabic style.
"Real folk dancing is very easy —
one of two steps repeated over and
over again. If you stick to it on
stage, everyone would be bored. In
performance, you have to take
elements of folk dance. You're not
just reproducing and reporting.
You're adding your own creativity to
it," said Kaplan.
Kaplan's interest in folk dance
began in 1971 at a summer camp.
The folk performance group there

didn't have enough men to dance, so
the audition instructor recruited him
and a few others who were playing
volleyball.
"None of us wanted to do it.
Rehearsal was at 5:30 in the mornings," said Kaplan. "But I got hooked and have been dancing ever
since."
Kaplan learned most of his folk
dancing technique during the summers of 1972 and 1973 with a leading
instructor in Israel.
"It was a pretty intense group,"
he said. "We'd get together twice a
week for a couple of hours and
spend time learning dances, performance technique, choreography,
teaching and how to organize a folk
dance in your own hometown."
In Kaplan's hometown, Boston,
he is very involved with the MIT
Folk Dance Club. The club holds
dance every week for about 250 people.
In addition, Kaplan has danced in
various performing and musical folk
dance groups in the Boston area.
And wherever he performs, he is
careful with his style.
"I try not to lose the folksiness in
performing. In a sense, performing
folk dance is a contradiction. You're
on stage and have maybe 10 people
dancing, and you have to try and
create the feeling of 250 people dancing."
In the future, Kaplan said he.
would like to spark new interests in
Israeli folk dancing. "I would like
people to see a performance, and
then afterward think instead, of 'I
learned something about a culture,'
say, 'Gee, maybe I should go folk
dancing. Wouldn't that be a fun
thing to try?'"
Perhaps, after the folk concert in
November, a few JMU students will.

Choreographer Ed Kaplan demonstrates folk dancing techniques
during ■ sectional rehearsal with the JMU Folk Ensemble.
(Photo by Yo Nagaya)

after hours
Thursday
Music

►AX* and TKl Llftt. Stater Sponaor Night - JMt, 175 covar.
►M*a Fradariok frock) — Jo*. $1 cov*r
►L*fl*n* (rock) - Tha Oth*r PI*o*. $3 covar for man, '•«•• •"• •_.„„,,
►Jimmy O *nd *• Raady Tad* (rock.bllly> - Mldw.y Downtown, raducd
covar tor l*dl*t, S2 covar lor m*n.
►AJ. - Ball* M*ad*. 12 covar.

Saturday

Friday
Metis

►DJ — JM'i, $.75 covar.
a-Eaaandata (rook; rhythm and bluaa) — Tha Othar Plaoa, $2 covar balora
9-30 p.m. with ID, S3 covar att.r
►Ron Gantry (rock) - Jo'i. 11 covar.
► Coachman (country and rock) - Candy Dancar, S4 covar.
► Pro»ac*on (rock) — Midway Downtown. $2 covar.
».dj — Ball. Maada, $2 covar.
►NaM Young - Godwin Hall. 6 p.m., tlckata $11.50 with ID. $12.50 without

ID.

Music

►Oava McCormk* (d.|.) — JM'a, Oanca Cont.it. 10:30, $50 caah prtta, $.75
oovar.
► Bafto (popular acouatlc) — Jot. $1 covar.
►Boutharn String, (oountrv) - Sandy Dancar. $3 covar.
► rrotacllon (rook) - Midway Downtown. $2 covar.
►dj. — Baiia Maada. $2 covar.
► Johnny Sportooat and ft* Cauala - Tha Othar Plaoa, $4 covar.
*>n*1 Often** — Scotland Yard, covar charga not .vallabla.

► Ftat Ottanaa — Scotland Yard, covar charga not av.llabla.

Movlss

►fthrariMat RagSma Haw* - Oratton-Stovill Th**tra, 8 p.m.. $1.40 with ID,
$2 without ID.
.
fc
►FI.ihd.noa (ft) - Roth Thaatraa, 4:30 p.m. .how $2, 7 and 8 p.m. .how.
*3.75.

MlfWMiS
► V.rdlct (ft) — Gr.lton.Siov.il Thaatra, 7:30 and 10 p.m., $1.50 with ID, $2
without ID.
► Fl.ahd.nca (ft) — Roth Thaatraa, 4:30 p.m. ahow 12, 7 and 9 p.m. .how.

13 75

► Mr. Mom 0*O) — Roth Thaatraa, 4:30 p.m. ahow $2, 7 and 9 p.m. .how.

MOVNM
►V.rdlct (ft) — Or.tton-Stov.il Thaatra, 7:30 and 10 p.m., $1.80 with ID, $2
without ID.
►Flaahdanoa (ft) - Roth ThaatnM. 4:30. 7 and 9 p.m. ahow* $3.75.
i <PO) — Roth Thaatraa. 4:30 p.m., 7 and 9 p.m. .how. $3.75.

►Mr. Mom (*Q) - Roth Thaatraa, 4:30 p.m. ahow $2, 7 and 9 p.m. ahow.

$3.75.

a-Vaeatton (ft) - Roth Thaatraa, 4:30 p.m. ahow $2. 7 and 9 p.m. .how.

13.75.

13 75.
► Waky Bualnaaa (ft) — Virginia Thaatar, 430 p.m. ahow S2, 7 and 9 p.m.
show. $3.75.

►Vacation (ft) _ Roth Thaatraa, 4:30 p.m. .how $2, 7 and 9 p.m. ahow.

►Waky Bualnaaa (ft) - Virginia Thaatar, 4:30 p.m. ahow 12, 7 and 9 p.m.
"how. 13.75.

►Vacation (ft) — Roth Thaatraa. 4:30 p.m., 7 and 8 p.m. ahow* $3.75.
►Maty Bualnaaa (ft) — Virginia Th*«t*r, £30, 4:30, 7 and 9 p.m. show*
$3.75.

Enjoy a bumper crop of special
values on delicious Bonanza meals.

c

TOP SIRLOIN DINNER

Two for $8.99
Offer includes entree, potato, piping hot bread, and all you can eat
from our fabulous Freshtastiks Food Bar. Coupon good only at participating Bonanza Restaurants. Good for any size party, all day 7
days a week.

c

TOP SIRLOIN DINNER

Two for $8.99

BONANZA
COUPON
EXPIRES
10/29/83

SPECIAL
CHOPPED STEAK DINNER

Two for $5.99
Offer includes entree, potato, piping hot bread, and all you can eat
from our fabulous Freshtastiks Food Bar. Coupon good only at participating Bonanza Restaurants. Good for any size party, all day 7
days a week.

c

Two for $5.99

COUPON
EXPIRES
10/29/83

Offer includes piping hot bread, and all you can eat from our
fabulous Freshtastiks Fcxxl Bar. Coupon good only at participating Bonanza Restaurants. Good for any size party. 11 am-4 pm,
Mon.-Fri.

Offer includes entree, potato, piping hot hread, and all you can eat
from our fabulous Freshtastiks Food Bar. Coupon good only at participating Bonanza Restaurants. Good for any size party, all day 7
days a week.

Freshtastiks
Food Bar

BONANZA
COUPON
EXPIRES
10/28/83

COUPON
EXPIRES
10/29/83

SPECIAL
CHOPPED STEAK DINNER

BONANZA

LUNCHEON

$1.99

Offer includes entree, potato, piping hot bread, and all you can eat
from our fabulous Freshtastiks Foou Bar. Coupon good only at participating Bonanza Restaurants. Good for any size parry, all day 7
days a week.

BONANZA

BONANZA
COUPON
EXPIRES
10/29/83

LUNCHEON

$1-99

Offer includes piping hot bread, and all you can eat from our
fabulous Freshtastiks Food Bar. Coupon good only at participating Bonanza Restaurants. Good for any size parry. 11 am- 4 pm,
Mon.-Fri.

BONANZA
COUPON
EXPIRES
10/28/83

Head for Bonanza instead.
GOOD ONLY AT PARTICIPATING BONANZA RESTAURANTS
BLACKSBURG, VA
Gables Shopping Center
WAYNESBORO, VA
1501 W. Broad St
HARRISONBURG, VA
829 E. Market St
(Near Cloverleaf Mall)

DANVILLE VA
Riveside Dr. at Danville Plaza
ROANOKE VA
5515 Williamson Rd. NW
3900 Brambleton Ave. SW
(Cave Spring Comers Shopping Center)

STAUNTON, VA
906 Greenville Ave.
LYNCHBURG, VA
2420 Wards Rd.
(Near River Ridge)
SALEM, VA
260 Wildwood Rd.

RICHMOND, VA
1776ParhamRd.
(Near Regency Square)
161 East Belt Blvd.
4713 West Broad St
5004 Nine Mile Rd.
(Near Eastgate Mall)
11401 Midlothian Turnpike
(Near Chesterfield Mall)

CHARLOTTESVILLE VA
1525 E. Rio Road
COVINGTON, VA
Mallow Mall

Advertising supplement to the Charlortesville Daily Progress, Christiansburg News Messenger, Danville Register and Bee, Harrisonburg News Record, Lynchburg News and Daily Advance, Roanoke
Timei/World News, Staunton News Leader, Waynesboro News Virginian, James Madison University Breeze, UVA Cavalier Daily, Virginia Tech Collegiate Times, Richmond Times Dispatch, University
of Richmond Collegian, VCU Commonwealth Times, Virginia Union University Informer, and J. Sargeant Reynolds Community College Journal.
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Nautilus
» (Continued from page 12)
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The Nautilus Center contains 12 Nautilus exercise machines, a whirlpool, sauna and dressing
rooms.
*
Instructors devise programs, keep records on
members progress and assist in settingB the
weights.
According to Nutter, the whirlpool and sauna
are used as muscle relaxers after a workout,
though they do more good psychologically than
physiologically.
,KThCiK«fer ^ 3(XM0° memt*", 10 percent of
them JMU students. The atmosphere, however, is
relaxing and the instruction is personal.
Rehabilitation programs also are available
Membership fees are - $125 for three months;
$275 for 12 months; and $475 for 27 months.
Memberships can be frozen during the summer
months. More information can be obtained by
calling 433-3434.
*
Although the biggest advantage will come from
lifting with Nautilus, physical fitness is not exclusive to those who have money. Weightlifting
exercising, and dieting can be accomplished with a
lot of determination and a little imagination.
Get a head start on next summer.

.1 th. N.uHlu. Cnfr".

m.mb.r.hip!X"TE
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Get more for less. . .advertise in The Breeze
Call 433-6596 for details

» M.UWAY DQWNIOWN * MIDWAY MAHkfcl + M.nw.v nn,^,N ;
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MIDWAY
I DOWNTOWN

MID WA Y
MARKET

<

153 S. Main St.

MIDWAY MARKET

433-8978
NW)o: V. ABC '■wpYouroStb^TtobuybSfQu!!?

THURSDAY:
LADIES'NIGHT
The "Ready Teds"
Ladies Happy Hour 7-9 p.m.
and Ladies get Reduced
Cover
>

Beer

SUNDAY:

Budwelser 6 pk

Closed

MONDAY:
Happy Hour Till Close

FRIDAY:
"Protection" (at 9:30 p.m.)
Happy Hour 2-7 p.m.

SATURDAY:
"Protection" (at 9:30 p.m.)
Happy Hour 2-7 p.m.

I2**

Coors (rag. ft light)

TUESDAY:
'"Glrley Night"

WEDNESDAY:
"M & M" Night

Chock out our Dolly Lunch Specials.

®pk:
12pk
Busch 6 pk. (cans &

JH
12

Pk
Old Mill 6 pk. cans
(reg. & light)
Mlchelob (rag. ft

US'
Moosehead

j2 39

.W79
$2.49
$499

$1.99

$3.99

$209

$2.79

$3 JQ
Kronanburg (Import)
..." .$2.59
Molson (ale.beer and golden) ... .$2'99
Schaeffer or
Hamms (6pk. cans)
$1 4g

Returnable* (24 plus Dep.)
Busch
National Boh
Coora (rag. ft light)

$g gQ
$5 99
] %s 99

Kegs:
Please order one day in advance If possible.
Old Mill

$17.99
^udwe,8W
$23.99
Coors
$22.99
% Kegs 15V4 Gallons
Busch
$28.99
Coors
$35.99
Budwelser
$39.99
Old Mill
$26.99
Schaeffer
$24.99

Other
Cigarettes rag....
100's
Coke and diet btla.!!
ChlP" 1 lb. bag

■. .$6.29
■. .$6.59
■ • -$1.98
■ • .$1.89
•©•em
Q0
88
Pretzels8oz ..."
78
Chips7c*.
88
Comchlpat lb..'.'.'."''""
■ •■$1.38

Good Food at Reasonable Prices!
OKN N

'<MTLY TILL 12 MIDNIGHT
MIOWAV: l-UH ALL V6UR PARTVTiEpnT

o
>
-<

By Steve Lockard
sports editor

JMU
re-evaluates
conference
status

The announcement made last week linking
William and Mary with a new Division I-AA football conference has once again forced JMU to reevaluate its athletic affiliations.
If the proposed league (The Colonial Conference) is formed, it will leave JMU and Richmond as the only state I-AA football teams not affiliated with a conference.
"I was a little bit shocked," JMU athletic director Dean Ehlers said. "My other reaction is disappointment."
While the news of William and Mary's decision
has not forced Ehlers to panic, it has him thinking
about JMU's athletic affiliations.
According to Ehlers, JMU has two options.
First, JMU can do absolutely nothing, which
would mean staying independent in football and
keeping with the ECAC South for basketball as
well as the six other championship sports the conference added this year.
Second, JMU could join the Southern Conference. JMU has an invitation to join the
Southern Conference, as do Richmond and
William and Mary.

"We don't really have to do anything," Ehlers
said "I would have a hard time recommending we
do anything now."
The main reason why JMU would do nothing is
the ECAC South, of which Ehlers is president.
Ehlers is quick to point out that the success that
JMU has achieved over the past few years — trips
to three NCAA basketball tournaments and last
year's College Baseball World Series — has come
through the ECAC South.
That, along with the new commitment of the
additional sports, would make it hard for JMU to
leave the ECAC South.
"Too often people are looking at it (the ECAC
South) as something negative, that it's not permanent," Ehlers said. "That frightens me because
with six schools, if one of them decides to go
elsewhere, we're out of business."
According to Ehlers, William and Mary has
assured him that the Colonial Conference has no
bearing on the ECAC South.
There is a question, however, if William and
Mary will be able to continue to play JMU in football with its new commitment to the Colonial
Conference.
See JMU, page 17*-
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Sports

Bauer attacks and protects for Dukes
Junior plays offense in fall,
anchors defense in spring
By Linda Manelskl
staff writer

Junior Chris Bauer pressures field hockey defendere In the fell helf of
her two-sport year. (Photo by Greg Fletcher)

Chris Bauer attacks the goal for
JMU in the fall and defends it in the
spring as a member of the women's
field hockey and lacrosse teams.
Bauer, a junior, plays the right
side of the ofensive line for the field
hockey team in the fall, and plays
goalkeeper for the lacrosse team in
the spring.
At Fort Hunt High School in
Alexandria, Bauer played field
hockey and softball. Twice she was
selected to the All-District team in
field hockey.
Earlier this season against
Bridgewater College, she exploded
for three goals leading the Dukes to
a 6-0 victory. Bauer now has 13
career goals. This season the Dukes
are 2-4.
"She's really quick and very determined and aggressive," said field
hockey and lacrosse coach Dee
McDonough. "Chris is very much a
team player and wants the team to be
successful."
Bauer said her goal this year is to
help the team go to NCAA postseason tournament. "I feel very optimistic about the upcoming season.
We should win a lot of games."
In the spring instead of taking
shots on the hockey field, she blocks
shots as the goalkeeper for the
lacrosse team.

She said there are "absolutely no
skills related," in her different positions. "When I was a freshman Dee
asked me if I would be interested in
playing goalie so I went out. I had
never played lacrosse before."
Bauer said her experiences in high
school softball have helped her in
lacrosse.

Most
goalkeepers are
big ... but I let
my quickness
compensate.
McDonough agrees that Bauer has
been able to apply her softball ability
with her quickness and agility to
make her a good goalkeeper and last
year's most valuable defensive
player.
In her freshman year, Bauer never
wore pads because they decreased
her mobility. Now she wears shin
pads along with her stick and small
glove goalkeepers normally wear.
Bauer jokes about how
McDonough always wanted her to
acquire some natural padding.
"Most goalkeepers are big and Dee
was trying to talk me into gaining
forty pounds, but I let my quickness
compensate."
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sportsfile
Pros sign
ex-Dukes
Two members of the 1982 JMU
football team recently signed contracts with professional teams.
Mike Thurman, a defensive back,
signed with the Washington Federals
of the United States Football
League, and defensive tackle Jon
Craver signed with the British Columbia Lions of the Canadian Football League.
Both Craver and Thurman were
signed and released by National
Football League teams earlier this
year. Craver was with the the New
England Patriots and Thurman was
with the Dallas Cowboys.
Craver, a four-year letterman, was
a co-captain last year with the Dukes
and was an honorable mention AllAmerica selection. The Patriots tried
Craver at linebacker, but
Washington is expected to use him as
a defensive tackle.
Thurman lettered four years at
JMU as a cornerback. He was
among the last rookies dropped
from the Cowboys' roster. He was
also an honorable mention AllAmerica selection last year.

Tickets
JMU students who want to attend
the Parent's Day football game between JMU and Lafayette University
Oct. 22 will need to pick up a free
reserve seat ticket at the ticket office
in the Convocation Center.
Tickets can be obtained Oct. 10
through Oct. 14. by presenting a student I.D.
Students will be admitted to all
other JMU football games this year
upon presentation of an I.D. at the
gate.

Field hockey
The JMU field hockey team lost
2-0 to seventh-ranked Penn State in
State College, Pa., Tuesday.
The Dukes record fell to 2-4, but
three of the losses have come to
teams ranked in the nation's top 10.
Old Dominion University and the
University of North Carolina were
the other two top 10 teams to defeat
the Dukes.
Anne Hopkins scored both of the
Penn State goals. JMU goalie Mary
Kate Lyons had nine saves as the
Dukes were outshot 19-2.
The Dukes play in-state rival
William and Mary Friday in
Williamsburg.

Women's tennis
The JMU women's tennis team
dropped an away match to the
University of Virginia Tuesday.
Susie Peeling, JMU's fourth seed,
defeated Shelby Thorner 6-3, 6-2 for
the Dukes' only win in an 8-1 loss.

^

Diane Sancilio, Ramona Esquibel,
Kristi Clark, Connie Halquist, and
Lori Summer each won singles matches
for
the
Cavaliers.
The loss dropped the Dukes to 0-1
on the year; the Cavaliers are 2-0.
Last weekend freshman Terri
Gaskill placed second in the consolation round of flight B singles to help
JMU finish 10th in the Sunity Life
Classic in Syracuse, N.Y.

Volleyball
The JMU volleyball team defeated
Eastern Menonite College 15-6,
15-11 and 15-13 Tuesday.
The win ■ improved the Dukes'
record to 5-7 on the year. The Dukes
play^next in the Towson State Invitational on Friday.

Football
JMU Notes — Quarterback Jon
Roddy's status for Saturday's game
against Davidson remains uncertain
because of an ankle injury . . . Tom
Bowles, who replaced Roddy against
Liberty Baptist, was named to the
ECAC Honor Roll this week.

THE ARMY NEEDS
PART-TIME OFFICERS/TOO.
If serving an active duty
commitment after college
is stopping you from enrolling in Army ROTC, we have
an option for those who
want to stay home.
The Reserve option
allows you to serve as a parttime officer in your local
Army Reserve or Army
National Guard unit.
You'll enjoy some of the
same privileges and benefits a full-time officer docs,
while using your ROTC
leadership training to build a
rewarding civilian career.
And to add to your
civilian pay, you'll earn a
good part-time income, for
working a few hours a month
(usually one weekend) and
two full weeks a year.
So don't let an active
duty commitment cause you
to pass up the benefits of
Army ROTC. Enroll today.
Because the Army needs
part-time officers, too.

For more information,
Contact Capt. Torrez
Rm. F211, Stadium Bldg.,
Call 6264 or 6355

ARMY ROTC

LEARN WHAT
IT TAKES TO LEAD.
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Bud Man Sez

Support
the JMU
Rugby
Club
Budweiser is made
in Virginia
Budweiser is brought to the University
by John D. Bland Co.

Saturday Night at 10:00

r^Qjr^JJOgg Concert Special

WJSYFM-104
It's the month of Rocktober

FOG SUBS
Located In Mr. Hip's Mini Mart
N.Y. Style Deli
Bagels Are Here
Special
2 For $1.00
Look For Menus Around Campus

odds and ends
Plus 48 points
is a sure bet
By Rhett Butler
ataff columnist

This week should be a big one in
college football.
Syracuse (plus 48) at Nebraska
Anytime a team gets 48 points you
have to take it. $10 on Syracuse.
Iowa (minus 6) at Illinois
Iowa is ranked third by the UPI
and has beaten the spread in all three
games this year. Illinois is 11-2 at
home the last three years, but should
have trouble scoring touchdowns.
Iowa is on a roll. $20 on Iowa.
Boston College (minus 10) at
Temple.
Boston College lost 27-17 last
week to a tough West Virginia team.
They should rebound with a lot of

JMU
►(Continued from page 15)

"They (William and Mary) are
saying that they want to continue a
football relationship with James
Madison University and there's
nothing that leads me to believe that
what they're saying is not true,"
Enters said.
If JMU decides to stay with the
ECAC South and remain an independent in football, there is a problem of filling the football schedule.
"I guess the question that we have
to answer is: Is this a football question or is it something we want to do
with other things?" Ehlers said.
"If we want to make certain that
our football schedule is assured of a
certain number of conference games
in the future, I think the choice is
made for us. The only option that I
see is the Southern Conference."
JMU football coach Challace
McMillin said he interested in seeing
his team in a conference and that the
Southern Conference is "something
that we should look very closely at."
The Southern Conference has not
set any time limit on its offer and it is
believed the JMU will have until

points through the air. $20 on
Boston College.
The college games have been unpredictable, and the pro games
haven't been much better. Still I
have better luck with the NFL.
Dallas (minus 3%) at Minnesota
Dallas may have even better odds
by the time the game starts. They
have a four-game winning streak and
one of the best coaches in football
going for them, and they have a poor
Minnesota t,eam without a quarterback going against them. $30 on the
Cowboys.
San Francisco (minus 3) at
New England
The Patriots are stronger than
people thought. They've beaten both
the Jets and Stcelers in the last two
weeks. But the 49ers have won five
of their last six road games. $25 on
San Francisco.
Results last week ... plus $10
Total for season ... plus $40
after basketball season to decide
because of its committment to host
the ECAC South tournament in
March.
"I'm thinking that at some point
that the Southern Conference is going to say 'Madison either come or
the invatation is over,' " Ehlers
said.
One of Ehlers' fears is that if JMU
decides not to join the Southern
Conference, teams in that league
which regulary play JMU in football
(i.e., Appalachian St., Davidson,
East Tennessee and VMI) might
choose not to schedule JMU
anymore.
"If that happens, then where does
Dean Ehlers go to find people to
play," Ehlers said.
One Southern Conference School,
Furman University, has already
dropped JMU from its schedule and
according to Ehlers, Davidson might
not be able to fulfill its committment.
The alternative to the Southern
Conference schools would be playing schools further away, which
could become very expensive.
"If you have to go further away,
you're talking about a whole different scheduling format that, in my
opinion, would be almost cost prohibitive."

"You've Tasted The Rest,
Now Try The Best."
Free Delivery! 6 P.M. -1 A.M.
434-7444
With Every Sub Purchased You Have a Chance to
Win 2 Five-Foot Subs of Your Choice
Drawing on Nov.7

Have an idea?
Iff you think you know of a sports
story that has a place in The Breeze,
call 6127.

Two Blocks From Campus

SPEND HCiMECCMMsjCr

CARRY

—

Hamm's Beer 24 pk

$5.20

Coors 12 pk Reg / Lite
Strohs 12 pk
Old Milwaukee 12 pk
Schlitzl2pk
Schlitz Malt Liquor 6 pk

$4.60
$4.35
$3.95
$4.35
$2.20

Michelob Reg / Lite
$2.55
Busch or Natural Lite 12 pk . .$3.80
Budweiser
Reg. or Lite 6 pk
$2.25
[ Miller Beer (pony) 8 pk

$1.70

Red White A Blue 24 pk
6pk

$5.45
$1.41

National Beer 24 pk

$5.55

24 pk Returnable Btls
6pk
Superman Peanut

$5.20
$1.29

Butter 18 oz
$1.29
Coronet Bath Tissue 8 pk... $1.69

Mighty Dog Dog Food
6 y*oz
Mon.- Sal.: 9-6 p.m.
a.m.
Frt.: M p.m.

HAfPyHOUR 12-6

3/$1.001
J

433-1305J

STUDENT SPECIAL!
(with I.D.)

Lev is

$13.99

Men's Levi Straight Leg
Jeans Red Tag
IN To \A/ N f

sizes 27-42

ASUALS

COUNTRY C

I00 7 SOOTH MA IM STREET
DAILVBELIV£RV I/AM-IAM

^3-DUKES
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classifieds

by Berke Breathed

Bloom County

For Sale

UH...V65.
WGHTHeR£-cowrosep
"R£AGAN CfiiU>
TOMORROW'S MOWN 'MMICA'S
mm-mx. M0&TvWUM«.e
HeAPUNe
R£50URCe.'
Y£f?
hweTtcy

Craig road rated car cassette/radio, auto
reverse, fader, Dolby. After 3 p.m.
269-6931.
O'Sulllvan stereo cabinet. Glass door,
shelf space for four components and
albums. Excellent condition. Must contact by September 30. Call Tim at x4U9.
Urgent — Female housing contract
available. Call 434-1328.

For Rent
Harris Gardens apartments. Start $245
Including utilities, city bus to JMU. Call
Bob 434-6569.
Room for Rent $85 per month. Large
house 3/4 mile from campus. Call Brian
or Todd at 434-4257.

Wanted

-TOmY,lHSrVa</WW<77M65
NS6KP THffT YZSIEWM'S
HEAPUN6 QUOVNb PPESIPm

wm K> smmimr wcwav

•<X»MOPY wr-mm
GfiiHEPKOSiTOCVR
STORY Fin m? fwe ine
cm*£%"MP pemexep
copy epnoR JU- SMTTH .

fwmecess.iHie MBWN&
200,000 FEMINISTS P€LTEP TM
miit House WITH oven A
MUION PVHPUN&5, PR0VIPTIH6
■me mMuzMiON OF TM 101 *T
WBORNB. l0HKJHT,1He
NATION'S CAPITAL RBMNNS
IN TOTAL CHAOS-

A RESULT OF
COMIBR PIRftCf.

Female roommate wanted to sublease
3-bedroom house until May. $117 plus
utilities. Call Kim 433-3635 day, 433-0735.

*wj,£pee
•m pmipim's
urnepuMFUN

TH6W0NPER turn/,* spjp
OF IT HI/ PHYUIS scnum\
EARLIER.
O

\

Help Wanted
Assistant Swim Coach for local age
group team. November — March. 4-5:30
p.m. Brldgewater College. Call Joanna
Perez 434-0519 or Rick Covlngton
433-9202.
__

Services
Confidential Abortion Secrfoee
AM
Inquiries and services confidential. Convenient location near 1—81. For Information or appointment call Collect (301)
733-2400.
__
Pig Roast Barb-b-que. Book early. Call
826*602.
MADCAPS SINGING TELEGRAM SERVICE. Do something special. All occaslons 433-1599.
Picture framing for less. Frames and
matting. Specialize In needlework. Tom
Hawklna 434-3185.
Experienced typist. $.90/page. Elaine
43SOS71.
Learn to Scuba Dive. Experience the Fantastic Underwater World. For Informstlon—call 433-DEEP (3337).
Seamstress — clothing construction,
alterations and mending. Reasonable
rates. Pick-up and delivery. 823-4470.
Typist — lowest rates around. Call Dave
433-8134.
.

Found
5 Cassette tape* - behind Cleveland
parking lot. Contact Jackie x4365.
10K Opal ring In Converse parking lot.
Contact Pam x4162.

Personals
Johnny Sportcoat ft The Casual* Saturday, Oct. 1. The Other Place.
The White Animals — Wednesday, Oct.
12. The Other Place.
Charles - I missed sharing our birthdays this year. Happy 21. Luv Ya, Trlxie.
Pteaeell Whoever accldently took my
Calvin Klein lean jacket home Saturday
night from JM's — I've got you're Lee
lacket - Let's swltchll Sentimental
value. No questions. Rewerdl Call Syd
X5213.
Yearbook Portraits- Forget to get your
picture taken for this year's Bluestons?
You still canl Walk-Ins ars being accepted 8:30-4:30 on the Mezzanine level
of WCC until September 30. $4 sitting
fee.
Deer Betsy, I'm not giving up on you. My
heart belongs to you and I won't let you
go. Love, Michael. PS. Good luck on your
LSAT.

mPHY...m*kto

.

ttawwtcrfimwi

rY^SOWIrtfVeRlN
'YWKSrsTOf*

me

Lisa — Thsnks for being a great roomie.
Owen.
__
Lambda Chi Alpha's Little Sisters congratulate the pinning of Lynne Oxley to
Bruce MacCall.
O.H. — Thanks for Lulgl's. Got to take up
space. Yes I think you'rs wslrd, too.
Buckwheat.
_
Beep and Chris — "We tried to call Star
FLEET, but no one heard — no ONE!"
Dave.
_
Young Chuck - Happy 21st. May this
year be your funnest. g-flte.
Hey Lee Reemey - III LLLooovweee
YYYooouuu BBBaaabbbyyylll I'm so
glad you are finally here! Park and Ride
Sweetheart. Love, Kelle.
Let'e get Rocky Moutaln High. Starting
October 4 at Jo's.
Win a Herff Jones college ring. Donate to
Logan's Run In the P.O. lobby.
Redhead from St. Gregory's — what was
vour nsme? It's rare to meet someone
with the same background - red with
dort. Shirt.
Charles Happy Birthday! Don't atay up
all night celebrating. Love Sheena and
Original Mabel.
Alpha Gamma Delta welcomes their new
pledges end wlshee them the beet of luck
pledging.
Mamaeaymamaeamamacuea — No,
sweet petite, I don't have to ask the questlon. Do you? Love, Thriller.
Need piano or guitar lessons? Call Ken
atx5395.
Shark - Thanks for being such a good
friend last yesrl I wish you all the beet in
the future. Pruz.
Boo — Thanks for coming up to sse me
this weekend. I love you. Lee.

MISTAEKES

Everyone makes mistakes now and then.

In a newspaper, it could be a misspelled
name, a misheard quote, or a fact that's
fiction. Maybe a story bordered on bad
taste, was overplayed, or was not covered
at all.
Sometimes a mistake passes unnoticed.
•>• If you see something in The Breeze that
warrants correction, or if you have a question
about coverage policy, call Ian Katz, editor, at

(433)-6127.
Or write him at The Breeze, JMU,
Harrisonburg VA 22807.

The Breeze listens.
Because nobody's perfect.
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announcements
Announcements In The I11111 are provided free ■■ a
service to nun Events requiring an exchange of
money will not be publlahad In the announcements
•action. Entertainment notices may be sent to the Inside Arts and People section.
Deeewnes for announcements am noon Friday for
Monday's Issue and noon Tuesday for Thursday's
Issue Mailing address la The Breeze, communication
arta department, James Msdlson University, Harrison
burg VA 22807 The Breeze office la In the basement of
Anthony-Seeger Hall at Grace and South Main streets
Form lor announcements la WHO la doing WHAT,
WHEN and WHERE. Itama will be edited for brevity
Name and telephone number should be Included.

Meetings
JMU Canterbury — The Episcopal student group
meata Thursdays after the 7 p.m. communion service
at Emmanuel Eplacopal Church. Join ual
Caving Club — meets every Thursday at a p.m. In
Jackson 14.
Pil Chi — meeting Sept. 29 at 7 p.m. In room B,
WCC.
Madison Outing Club — meets every Wednesday night at 8 p.m. In Blackweii Auditorium under
Moody Hall.
Praebytarian Fellowship —
nights at 8:30 In room C. WCC.

wm

meet Monday

NAA — will meet Oct. 8 In Chandler Hall. Social
hour begins at 8:30 p.m. with dinner following at 7 p.m.
The coaf of the dinner will be f 7 or S3 with a O-Hall contract. Sign up by Oct. 2 at the Accounting bulletin
board.
The parent chapter of the NAA will meet In Charlottesvllle Oct. 13. Social hour begins at S p.m. followed
by dinner at 7 p.m. Coat la St per person. Sign up by
Oct. 11 at the accounting bulletin board.

-

General
Library Hours — Sunday, noon to midnight; Monday through Thursday, 7 SO em. to midnight; Friday,
7:90 a.m. to 10 p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
CPeVP — Campus Business Seminar — Oct. 13 to
Oct. 14. Sponsored by Xerox Corporation. Contact
CPSP for details. Applications required.
Staff members are available by appointment to
discuss choosing, a major and other career questions
Typed, ready for printing resumes will be critiqued
on a walk-In basis In the CPSP office on Thursdays
from 9 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.
Foreign Service Examination — forma can be obtained In the CPSP office Deadline to register la Oct. 21.
Workshops — Getting Your Act Together, Oct. 4
from 3 p.m. to 4 p.m.; Writing Applications For
Teaching Positions. Oot. 4 from 4 p.m. to 8 p.m.; The
Nuts and Bolts of On-Campue Interviewing, Oct. 8 from
10 em. to 11 a.m : Resume Writing, Oct. 8 from 7:30
p.m. to 830 p.m.; Interview Preperetlon, Oct. 8 from 3
p.m. to 4 p.m. Sign up in advance in the CPSP office.
Vacancy notice for a Claims Represents!Ive at the
Soclel Security Administration. Contact CPeP for
del alia.
Tutora naadad — Tutors ere needed In nearly all
JMU aubfeet areas If you are Interested In tutoring
other students. Applications can be obtained at the
Counseling and Student Development Center, aeoond
floor, Alumnae Hall.
University Writing Lab — offers individualized
help to students working on papera or reports, study
leg for eseay exams, writing letters or applicatlona,
reviewing grammar, or preparing to take the ORE,
LSAT, GMAT, or NTE. For further Information, contact
Mrs. Hoeklns, Keezell 108, Monday through Friday, 9
a.m. to 3 p.m., 8401.

Education Farm Party — win be sept, so tram

COUnaallng Center — offers personal, study
skills and vocational counseling for Individuals and
groupa. Call 8682 for more Information or come for
walk-In service In Alumnae Hall between 3 p.m. and 8
p.m., Monday through Thursday.

4 p.m. to 7 p.m. Catch a ride behind the Education
Building al 4 p.m. All education makxa welcome.
Baptist Student Union — Thursday: regular
meeting at 8:30 p.m. In the Religious Activities Center
et Converse. Speaker Is Bill Bonner. Friday: Imperials
Concert at Roenoke. Cell 434-6822 for a ride or Information. Saturday: Saturday Adoption. Meet et BSU on
Main St. at 9:18 em. Sunday: New Psalm Singers Meet
at BSU at 9:30 em. Monday: Chrtallan Concert at 11.30
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. on WCC patio. Tuesday: Migrant at
6:15 p.m.; Share Your Faith Bible study led by Archie
Turner, 11 em. to 11:30 em. and 12:30 p.m. and 1 p.m.,
library basement room 20-D. Wedneedey: New Peelm
Singers rehearaal at 8 p.m.

Sigma Phi Lambda — la sponsoring a tutorial
program. All Interested should contact Ken Biggs, 7440
or Debbie Lewaon, 8061.
All those Interested In joining Sigma Phi Lambda
should contact Becky Queen, Box 4161. Requirements
are at least a 3.25 QPA and sophomore standing.
Who's Wh© *■» In American Colleges and Unlveraltles. Applicatlona can be obtelnad In the Aseoclate
Dean of Students' office, Alumnae toe, and must be
returned by 6 p.m. Oct. 3, 1983. Applicants must be
graduating In Dec. 1983, May 1964, or Aug. 1964 and
have already earned at least ninety credit houre with at
leaat a 3.0 cumulative grade point average.

Events

Was lay Foundation — Oct. t: downing for
Homecoming, 8:30 a.m.; Alumni Breakfast, 8:30 em. to
10 em. Oct. 3: Disciples Todey, 4 p.m. to 9 p.m. Oct. 4:
Bible Alive, 7 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. Oct. 6: Worship In WCC,
room A; Christian Symbols led by Jeanne Torrence
Flnley, 6:30 p.m. to 8 p.m. Oct. 8: New Ufa Singers,
Duke 110,8 p.m to 7:30 p.m. Oct. 7 end 8: Mini retreet.
"Affirming the Will of God."

i

Dance Film Sarias — win present Giaeiie Oct. s
at 7 p.m. In Godwin 344. There la no admission fee. For
mors Information, contact Cynthia Roberts-Thompson
4334286.

Optimal health — wellneea, end heelth educe
Don Informetlon: Rose Millar's office hours ere
Wednesday, 9 em. to 11 em. In the Health Center.
Stop by or call 6216 lor Information.

Omfcron Delta Epsllon — international Honor
Society In Economlca Is holding Its membership drive.
Qualifications are: at leaat 12 credits In economics,
Junior or senior standing, cumulative QPA of 3.0 end
3.0 GPA In economlca courses Contact Joan Canna
day, Box 8116, Glen Pontanllla, Box 2812 or ph. 5149, or
Dr. Rosser, ph. 6273.

Phyalca aamlnar — -Nucieer Fusion: its Promises and Limitations," by Dr. Robert E. Krlbel. Depsrt-

Special Olympics — The traln-a-champ progrem
will meet Sept. 29 at 7:30 p.m. In Blackweii Auditorium.
Call Unda at 433-1624 II you are Interested but cannot
attend.
The swimming program Is still looking for volunteers
and Is held on Thursdays from 6 p.m. to 7 p.m. at the
Brldgewater pool. For more Information, call 8788.

P-m. In Miller 109. Refreshments et 4:16 p.m.

Art therapy spaakar — sponsored by Pel CM,
Sept. 29 et 7 p.m., WCC room B.

1_

Attention
Advertisers!
The following changes In advertising policy and advertising
rates will go into effect October 1, 1983, due to our recent
change In printer.
►The deadline for display ads for Thursday issues has been
changed from 3 p.m. Tuesday to 6 p.m. Monday. All other ad
deadlines will remain the same.
»

►Inserts are available for Monday Issues only. The cost for an
insert is $230 and The Breeze must be notified at least 10 days
before the insert is to be run. The material to be Inserted must arrive at The-Breeze office the Thursday before publication.
►Color printing will cost $110 per color and 10 days prior notice
is required.
►Classified ads will return to the cost of $1 for every 10 words.
For more information, call The Breeze business office at
433-6596.
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Sure W> Tan
1106 RESERVOIR

ST.

434 -1812

Enjoy a healthy glow all winter!
Be ready for parties and vacations
Private rooms, individualized programs

Professional Tanning Center
Special Prices Now
Hours: MOD.- Fri: 11- 7 p.m.

Sat.: 10-3 p.m.

Saturday, October 1
Featuring a delicious buffet of home-cooked
cuisine in one of the most charming
restaurants in the area.
$7.50 Complete.
5 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Only 10 minutes from Harrisonburg on Rt.
42, south. ABC on. Reservations please.

THIS WEEKEND ONLYI
Put a JMU transfer for FREE on any T, Sportshirt, or Sweatshirt

THE CANDLELIGHT INN

New designs arriving dally

317 N. Main St., Bridgewater
Hours: Tues. - Sat. 5 - 9 p.m.
Open 1st Sunday of each month 12-5

ALSO • "JMU You" Visors and Caps.

Reservations suggested. Open any day for special groups
and dinners by reservations.

Cloverleaf

HUM
iHhtk

828-6776

fAAfftV
SftAf
433-1266

Shopping Center

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY!

RETAIL MANAGEMENT
TRAINING
The excitement in Virginia / North Carolina department
store retailing is with Miller & Rhoads.
We offer professional direction to our executive trainees based not only on what is good for our business, but what is
equally good for you and your future development.
We will be recruiting December graduates on your campus
on October 17, 1983. If you would like to discuss career opportunities with us, please check with your Placement Office
or send the attached form to Miller & Rhoads and we will be
glad to forward a free copy of our recruitment brochure
"From Campus to Career"

EXECUTIVE RECRUITER
MILLER A RHOADS
517 E. Broad St.
Richmond VA 23219

Our Gift to You...

A FREE DINNER
Of Your Choice

Please send a copy of Miller & Rhoads* recruitment brochure to:
Name
Address
City / State
Zip

(offer valid anytime. Photo ID required.)^
M W. Water St.

433-9146

CoUege / Univ.
.

—
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^Viewpoint
Satellite
ceremony

(>iB»h^«AUs_REB^€W^P^^

At long last, that magic moment. You walk the
quad, shake President Carrier's hand and receive
your blank piece of paper . . .
But last spring's graduation was more mayhem
than magic, and a lot of faculty members are angry
about it. Frankly, we don't blame them.
To prevent a repeat performance, the university
might use the divide-and-conquer method — a
satellite graduation. In the hope that five small
parties are less trouble than a large one, each
school would hold its own ceremony.
Most other major schools in Virginia use
satellite graduation, and JMU is too big to be an
exception. With nearly 2,000 students graduating,
it's no wonder the ceremony gets out of control.
While the faculty would like graduation to be
something students can remember, we would like
to see graduation be something that students
would want to remember. A speaker, hopefully someone of national importance, should address the
entire graduating class — on the quad — before
the schools hold their ceremonies.
If seniors insist on quad graduation — it is their
ceremony — we might see gowned students frisked
for hidden champagne bottles before taking their
seats. Appropriately Orwellian for the class of '84,
but not the kind of scene we would like to be part
of.
This ain't Harvard, so a pompous and prim
ceremony would be as suitable as last spring's
debacle. But a little dignity certainly wouldn't
hurt.

^
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The above editorial was written by Ross Richardson, The S/weze'a editorial editor. It Is the opinion of
Richardson, Editor Ian Katz, Managing Editor Daniel
Flnnagan and Assistant Editorial Editor Cay Fultz.

JMU victory: More than a football game
The football game with Liberty Baptist College
on Saturday was certainly not an ordinary game —
that was apparent when the game ball and the coin
for the coin toss dropped in by parachute.
This deus ex machine military style was an early
indication that this was not merely a football
game, but a morality play of sorts.
The game pitted the stalwart defenders of the
faith, the Moral Majority and Liberty Baptist College, against us relatively liberal, humanistic types,
James Madison University.
The question on the many JMU fan's minds was
"Is he here?" The "he" — with emphasis on the
lower case "h" — being Jerry Falwell.
Falwell, leader of the Moral Majority and Liberty Baptist College, is best known as the worst thing
to happen to Christianity since the crusades. His
contribution to society has been the popularization
of "America, love it or leave it" bumper stickers.
But Falwell wasn't at the game, which was probably for the best. If LBC's coach knew that Jerry
was watching, their offense would only run to the
right.
LBC's fans seemed normal enough, which made
me re-examine my chauvinism to some extent. But
if you watched closely, you could see they weren't
ordinary fans.

One reason was the astonishing number of threepiece suits in the crowd, I haven't seen so much
polyester since "Dance Fever."
And because eating is the only vice allowed fundamentalists, Dunlop's disease was rampant
among LBC's fans — that is, their bellies had
"done lopped" over the belts. But hey, that's

OK , I'm no slave to fashion and my waistline
fluctuates like the stock exchange.

did much less touching during their cheers than
JMU's. Instead, their cheers had a "let's win one
for the gipper" attitude. I'm sure Ronald Reagan
would have been proud.
Their mascot was something of an enigma. After
all, their nickname is the Flames, but their mascot
was an eagle, or rather someone in a wornout eagle
suit.
Possibly, since a flame would be impossible for
a costume designer to create, they tried instead to
capture the feeling of Liberty Baptist College.
Thus, the eagle.
I hope the eagle's pathetic countenance isn't an
indication of their patriotic fervor, because the
bird looked sick.
For me, the final score and the ease with which itN
was reached was an indication that Knowledge will
always triumph over ignorance, and openmindedness will, in the end, win over closedmi ndedness.
The game was a metaphor for the way in which
thoughtfulness and intelligence always is victorious over ignorant bookburners.
But then again, maybe we just got lucky.

Because anything resembling sexual expression
is a no-no to fundamentalists, LBC's cheerleaders

77m Arnold is a junior majoring in communication
arts.
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Readers' Forum
Campusquote
"Would you approve of aateltite
graduation with each school having Its
own ceremony?"

"I would love to
have it on the quad
just because of tradition, but I would like
it to be dignified."
Brace Thayer
senior
management
"I want it changed
to satellite definitely
because it would give
more representation
to each fidd of
study."
Kenneth LaFrankle
junior
management Information systems
"No, basically
because there is an atmosphere about
graduation and if you
have it in the satellite
manner, it takes away
the feeling that is
there."

Excluded

No escort service for HoJo's

To the editor
After having just read your article on the
prevention of rape, I feel that it is not fair that the
students at Howard Johnson's are not included in
either escort service. There are approximately 140
freshman girls there. I am among them.
We did not choose to live at Howard Johnson's,
but because of inadequate housing provided by the
University, we are forced to live here. We are not
students of Squire Hill or Presidential Apartments
who chose to live off campus.
Because of the infrequent bus runs, many of us
must walk to and from campus. The last bus run at
night is at 11:05. If we want to go to a party or go
to a 10:00 movie, we must walk home on our own.
One Sunday morning about 12:30 a group of
friends and I called the escort service only to hear
an officer explain that his cadets do not walk that
far because their safety would be in jeopardy.

What about our safety?
If JMU takes the responsibility to house us in a
hotel, they should at least include us in their escort
service. It's provided to the rest of the campus,
why should we not be included?
Susan McClaln
freshman
speech pathology

William Merck, vice president for business affairs,
said there are not enough cadets to handle escort
services to and from Howard Johnson's because of
the amount of time it takes to walk between the
motor lodge and the school. To help solve the problem, JMU is working with Harrisonburg to see if
the shuttle service can be extended until midnight.

HOWARD

owwori

David Ottensteln

Junior
accounting
"Definitely do not
split it up. It takes
away from the unity
of the university."
Nicole Scalco
sophomore
pre-physical
therapy

Opinion?
We'd like to hear it. Would you prefer
satellite graduation or quad graduation?

Satellite Graduation
Quad Graduation
Comments:

Fill out and send to Editorial Editor,
The Breeze, Campus Mail

Draft/aid policy defended
To the editor
I am writing in response to
the question posed in the Sept.
8 issue of The Breeze in Campusquote: "What is your opinion of the law requiring
registration for the draft
before receiving financial
aid?"
First, let's clear up one
point. It is a federal law that
when males reach the age of
18, they must register with the
Selective Service program.
I was taught from the time I
can remember that when you
do not agree with a law you do
not break it. Rather, you get
that law changed through
peaceful and democratic procedures.
When a male reaches 18, he
should register not because it
follows legal codes, but
because it follows moral, traditional and patriotic guidelines
as well.
The federal government
should be commended for this

practice of denying aid to
students failing to comply for
several reasons.
Why should someone who
refuses to register to defend his
country expect that country to
help pay his college expenses?
We live in a world of give and
take, and, although some may
say that high taxes are enough,
in order to take, you must also
give.
It must be noted that it can
not be up to the financial aid
applicant to determine how
much is enough to give. Since
the federal government is
distributing the aid, they
should and do determine what
the student should give.
A second reason becomes
apparent when you look at
who will suffer from the denial
of financial aid: lawbreakers.
Those people who have
registered, or who are exempt
for various reasons, will not
have any problems caused by

the Selective Service portion of
the financial aid forms. The
ones who will have problems
getting the aid will be those
who do not obey the law.
I realize there are some
whose religions prohibit their
serving in the armed forces.
Yet, to keep our country
strong, they must follow the
traditional path and get that
law changed legally.
Beneath this somewhat
heated issue is a saddening
thought: it is a shameful state
of affairs there is such a lack of
patriotism, sense of duty, and
loyalty that the government
has to resort to these measures
in order to get people
registered to defend rights,
principles and institutions that
others elsewhere would surely
die for.
Edward Maass
freshman
history
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Cease-fire in Lebanon
lasts third straight day
BEIRUT — The third day of the cease-fire in
the Lebanese civil war was marked by
sporadic fighting in Beirut Wednesday and the
Lebanese government scrapped plans to
reopen Beirut airport after Druse leader Walid
Jumblatt threatened to shell it.
The government's Radio Beirut reported a
45-minute artillery barrage hit Lebanese army
positions. The positions face the Druse and
are located 1.6 miles south of Beirut airport,
where U.S. Marines are based.
The radio also said snipers were firing at
Lebanese army positions around Shiite
neighborhoods in south Beirut.
Meanwhile, Public Works Minister Pierre
Khoury said he would keep Beirut airport
closed until a truce supervision committee
"completed discussions on the issue and

Soviets reject
Reagan missile offer
MOSCOW — The Soviet
Union said Tuesday that
President Reagan's new offer
on arms control is nothing but
"a cover for American efforts
to begin the deployment" of
new U.S. missiles in Western
Europe this year.

security arrangements in and around the airport."
The committee consists of representatives
from the Lebanese army and Druse, Christian, and Shiite Moslem militias.
Khoury had said the airport would reopen
Thursday. But Jumblatt said he would consider the reopening a violation of the threeday-old civil war truce.
Jumblatt's Progressive Socialist Party
claimed that the government turned the airport into a "military position from which the
regime used its warplanes which attacked innocent civilians in the mountains."
The airport has been closed since Aug. 28,
when Druse and Shiite Moslem militiamen
shelled the Lebanese and U.S. Marine positions around it.

Moscow's reaction suggests
Reagan's proposal — outlined
in a speech at the United Nations ort Monday — will not
break the deadlock in the
Geneva talks on limiting
medium-range
nuclear
missiles.
Reagan offered to reduce
the number of cruise and Per-

by the way
Rock musician has
shocking experience
HUNTINGTON BEACH, Calif. — It was
indeed a shocking experience for guitarist
John Teasley of the group called McDowell
County Line.
"It felt like I was in a giant washing
machine," the musician said as he recalled
the Sunday night incident. "It put a hem in
my dress, that's for darn sure."
The audience — thinking it was all part
of the act — cheered when Teasley leaped
from the stage and began writhing on the
floor at the Blarney Stone bar.
They didn't know a spilled beer had
short-circuited an amplifier, sending hundreds of volts of electricity through the
musician's body.
Teasley said that when he realized he was
being shocked he tried to call out for help,
but, "My voice came out like I was under
water."
He remembered that his father told him
that if he ever got "caught up in
electricity" he should throw himself free.
"I turned myself backward, flung off the
stage about 30 feet, landed on my back and
eventually all the plugs worked themselves
loose," Teasley said.
"The crowd started cheering and applauding," said bar owner Frank Mcllroy.
"We all thought, 'Hey, this guy is really
putting on quite a show."

shing missiles to be deployed
in Western Europe if the
Soviet Union agreed to reduce
and place global -limits on its
SS-20 medium-range missiles
that are already in place.
— Associated Press

State adopts limits
on mercury contamination
RICHMOND — Virginia has become the
first state to adopt standards for limiting
the toxic metal mercury in freshwater rivers
and streams.
State Water Control Board Executive
Director Richard N. Burton termed it "a
significant movement" in toxics control.
The board voted unanimously Monday
to adopt mercury standards that environmentalists have endorsed but utilities
and industries have criticized as unrealistic.

Students evicted
from their tower
WILLIAMSBURG — Two students were
ordered to vacate an unused College of
William and Mary building Monday that
they had remodeled and occupied until the
sound of their stereo gave them away.
Vikki Ehrich, a 19-year-old sophomore
from Washington, D.C., had lived in the
lighting tower at the Lake Matoaka Amphitheater in the woods near campus since
February.
She was joined in the 15-by-15 foot brick
and cement tower last month by Amanda
Clements, 20, a junior from Livermore,
Calif.
Following their discovery Friday, both
were told to sleep in the campus infirmary
for the weekend until work crews helped
them move into a dormitory.
Richard Cumbee, chief of the W&M
campus police, said the school will take no
action against the women other than the
eviction.

nation
Reagan asks
Congress for money
to save IMF
WASHINGTON, D.C. —
President Reagan told Congress on Tuesday it should
abandon "harsh rhetoric and
unreasonable demands" and
get on with an $8.5 billion
boost for the International
Monetary Fund.
Failure to act, the president
warned, threatens an
"economic nightmare that
could plague generations to
come."
Reagan spoke at the opening meeting of the International Monetary Fund and the
World Bank, the two biggest
lending agencies in the world.
The president has been
stymied in efforts to win congressional approval of an increase in the U.S. contribution to the IMF.
Opponents contend the
money would be used to bail
out international banks that
have made "imprudent"
loans to developing nations
that are already heavily in
debt.

The United States is the
largest contributor to the
IMF, and its lead is followed
by the other world economic
powers.

Australia II wins
America's Cup
NEWPORT,
R.I.
—
Australia II won the
America's Cup on Monday,
shattering 132 years of U.S.
supremacy with a stunning
comeback victory over Liberty.
The 41-second victory —
the fourth-closest in Cup
history — brought to an end
the longest winning streak in
sports history.
The Australians had fallen
behind 3-1 in the series, but
won three straight races, the
last one marking the first time
a Cup series had gone as far as
seven races.
President Reagan sent a
telegram
Tuesday to
Australia's Prime Minister
Robert Hawke which said of
the Cup: "I am delighted that
its home will be Australia, at
least until the next race."

Reagan says he
will not fire Watt
WASHINGTON, D.C. —
President Reagan says that
whether James Watt remains
in the Cabinet is "a decision
that he (Watt) himself will
have to make."
By the account of his aides,
Watt isn't even entertaining
the question.
In a newspaper interview
published Tuesday, Reagan
said he will not fire Watt. Instead, whether he remains on
the job is "a decision that he
himself will have to make —
whether he feels he has made
it questionable as to whether
he can be effective or not."
But presidential counselor
Edwin Meese later told
reporters that "this is a closed
issue" and even if Watt were
to offer his resignation,
Reagan likely wouldn't accept
it.
Meanwhile, aides to the interior secretary said Watt was
not giving any thought to
resigning.
— Associated Press

